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Amendments to the Claims :

This listing of claims replaces all prior versions and listings of claims in the application:

Listing of Claims :

1. (Currently Amended) A text compooition opooing omoimt ootting device for a desktop

publishing (DTP) system, comprising:

at least one inter-character-class spacing amoimt setting table, for use in line compositiott?

for grouping similar ohoracters, forming a plurality of character classes and setting

iftt-er- character spacing amounts between a -ohoFootor olaoo of^-previous character and a character

etasfi ofa next character within a pair of oontiDUOUS ohoraotorc: defining inter-character spacing

amounts in line composition, the spacmp amount setting table defining spacing for a plurality of

character classes, each character class gnroupinp one or more similar characters, the system using

the inter-character-class spacing amount setting table to set inter-character spacing amounts

between pairs ofcontiguous characters according to a character class of a previous character and

a character class of a next character in each pair of contiguous characters:

a display device for displaying electronic text that has been line composed;

an input device for providing receiving user input; and

a spacing omount setter that is-operable to display means for displaying on the display

device a dialog box for receiving a user input ©f-setting a spacing amount between the character

class for the previous character and the character class for the next character, and where the

dialog box identifies particular character classes using to display in the dialog box an icon

representing the character class for the previous character and an icon representing the character

class for the next character.
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2. (Currently Amended) The toict QompoaitioD spocing amount setting do\ice DTP system

of claim 1, wherein tlie plurality of character classes includes one or more of (1) starting

parenthesis, (2) ending parenthesis, (3) characters that cannot appear at the start of a line, (4)

non-oentered punctuation, (5) centered punctuation, (6) period, (7) comma, (8) repeating

characters that cannot be broken across lines, (9) preceding abbreviation code, (10) following

abbreviation code, (11) full-width ideographic spaces, (12) hiragana, (13) Japanese characters

other than character classes (1) through (12), (14) full-width numeral, (15) half-width numeral,

(16) half-width Roman text, (17) start of line, (18) start ofparagraph, and (19) end of line,

3- (Currently Amended) The text composition spacing amount sotting dovioo DTP system

of claim 1, further operable to receive a user selection of either the character class of the previous

character or the character class of the next character in the dialog box.

4. (Currently Amended) The text Gompoaition spacing amount Gotting do^doo DTP system

of claim 3, wherein a left side display column is provided for icons of the character class for the

previous character and a right side display column is provided for icons for the character class of

the next character in the dialog box, the device fiirther being operable to display an icon

representing a selected character class, among a plurality of classes, for the previous character in

the left side display column, and to display an icon representing a selected character class,

among a plurality of classes, for the next character in the right side display coluron.
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5, (Currently Amended) A computer program product, tangibly stored on a

computer-readable medium., for setting at toxt oompooition spaxiiag omoxmt in a desktop

publishing (DTP) system, comprising instructions operable to cause a programmable processor

to:

display on a display device a spacing amount saved in an inter-charactetLclass spacing

amount settmg eharacter table in response to a user selection in the inter-character class spacing

amount setting table defining inter-character spacing amounts in line composition- the spacing

amount setting table defining spajcing for a plurality of character classes, each character class

grouping one or more similar characters, the system using the inter-chaiacter-class spacing

amount setting table to set inter-character spacing amounts between pairs ofcontiguous

characteis according to a character class of a previous character and a character class ofa next

character in each pair of contiguous characters: , for use in Une compopition, the inter character

olasa gpaoing amount GCJtting table grouping similar ohoraoters, forming a pluralit>^ of character

glasses and defining intor ohorooter spacing amounto botwcen a oharactor olaiiG of a proAious

character and a char-ootcr oloss of a next chgractor within a pair of continuouo characters; and

display in the dialog box an icon representing the character class of the previous character

and an icon representing the character class of the next character.

6. (Original) The computer program product of claim 5, wherein the plurality of character

classes includes one or more of: (1) starting parenthesis, (2) ending parenthesis, (3) Japanese

characters that cannot appear at the start of a line, (4) non-centered punctuation, (5) centered

punctuation, (6) period, (7) comma, (8) repeating characters that cannot be broken across lines,

(9) preceding abbreviation code, (10) following abbreviation code, (11) full-width ideographic

spaces, (12) hiragana, (13) Japanese characters other than character classes (1) through (12), (14)

fUU-width numeral, (15) half-width numeral, (16) half-width Roman text, (17) start of line, (18)

start ofparagraph, and (19) end of line.
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(Original) The computer program product of claim 5 , fitrther operable to receive a user

selection of either the character class of the previous

character in the dialog box.

8,

[gioos
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character or the character class of the next

(Original) The computer program product of claim 7, further operable to:

display a left side display colunm for icons of the character class of the previous

character and a right side display column for icons o:

the dialog box;

display the icon of the selected character clasfe in the left side display column when a

character class among a plurality of character classes' i

character class; and

display the icon of the selected character clasfe in tlie right side display column when a

character class among a plurality of character classes i

class.

the character class of the next character in

is selected for the previoxis character's

is selected for the next character's character
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(Currently AineTided) A text composition spaoing amount setting - dovioo for a desktop

oublishing (DTP) system, comprising:

at least one inter-character-class spacing amoiknt setting table, for uso in lino oomposition;,

the inter - oharootor olaoQ opoQing -amoimt setting table grouping similor charactors, forming a

plurolity-of oharootor oloooog-aad setting inter oharaotgr spaoing amounts between a ohoraoter

class of-a^rovietts-ehoraotor and a character class of a next oharactor within a pair of continiioufl

ohoraotorG: defining inter-character spacing amounts m line composition, the spacing amount

setting table defining spacing for a plurality of charadter classes, each character class grouping

one or more similar characters, the system iising_the_ikter-character-cla5S spacing amoimt setting

table to set inter-character spacing amoxmts between lairs of contiguous characters according to

a character class of a preyious character and a character class of a next character in each pair of

contiguous characters:

a display means capable of displaying electroikic

an input means with which a user can perform

a spacing amount setting means that is operable

display on the display means a dialog box for receiving

text that has been line composed;

input; and

to start in response to user input, and to

a user input ef setting a spacing amount

between the character class of the previous character

character, and where the dialog box identifies particu

and the character class ofthe next

ar character classes using to dioplav in tho

dialog box an icon representing the character class of|the previous character and an icon

representing the character class of the next character.
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1 0, (Currently Amended) A computer readable recording medium recording a text

composition spacing amount setting program for executing by computer in a desktop publishing

system, comprising:

a procedure for displaying on a display means in dialog box format a spacing amount

saved in an inter-character-class spacing amount setting table when a user selects the

inter-character-class spacing amount setting table, for use in line composition, wherein the inter-

etea-acter class spacing amount setting table groups similar oharaotgrs, fou tu^ d pluiality of

oharaotor oIqqgog and coto intor character spacing omounts between a chomcter class of a

proviouG character and a charaotor class of a next charaotor within a pair of continuous

contiguotiis characters defining inter-character spacing amounts in line composition, the spacing

amount setting table defining spacing for a plurality of character classes, each character class

grouping one or more similar characters, the system using the inter-character-class spacing

amount setting table to set inter-character spacing amounts between pairs of contiguous

characters according to a character class of a previous character and a character class of a next

character in each pair of contiguous characters : and

a procedure for displaying in the dialog box an icon representing the character class of

the previous character and an icon representing the character class of the next character.
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